Detection of human papillomavirus DNA in urinary bladder carcinoma by in situ hybridisation
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Abstract

Aims—To investigate the sensitivity of an in situ hybridisation system to detect human papillomavirus (HPV) infection in transitional cell bladder cancer and to evaluate the advantages of analysing multiple biopsies; to examine the correlation between HPV tumour infection detected by in situ hybridisation and the presence of serum anti-HPV antibodies detected by enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA); and to relate the presence of viral infection to grade, stage, and follow up in cases of bladder cancer.

Methods—The in situ hybridisation technique was used with broad spectrum and type specific (6/11, 16/18, 31/33/35) probes against HPV DNA in formalin fixed, paraffin embedded tissues from 43 cases of bladder cancer. The results were analysed for the presence and type of papillomavirus and correlated with clinicopathological variables.

Results—The presence of HPV DNA was identified by the in situ hybridisation technique in 17 of 43 cases of bladder cancer; 12 of these were serum antibody positive and 10 had had multiple biopsies. Fifteen of the cases that were negative for HPV DNA by in situ hybridisation had positive serum serology when tested by ELISA. In 14 cases, the HPV was either types 16/18 or types 31/33/35, both of which carry high oncogenic risk. The stage (p < 0.05) and grade (NS) of the tumour and the outcome on follow up (p < 0.05) were correlated with the presence of HPV infection.

Conclusions—ELISA is not useful in identifying patients with HPV positive bladder cancer, but the use of several probes and multiple biopsies increases the detection rate of HPV in neoplastic tissues. The association between tumour virus infection and high grade/high stage tumours and worse outcome suggests that HPV infection of neoplastic tissue has a negative effect on the behaviour and evolution of transitional cell bladder carcinoma.
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The increasing incidence of bladder carcinoma observed in the past three decades has stimulated research into the identification of possible aetiological agents. The possible role of viruses in this respect is still highly controversial.1 4

The significant association between human papillomavirus (HPV) infection and genital cancers in both sexes has prompted attempts to identify HPV in bladder cancers as well as in various benign lesions of the urinary tract.1 At present more than 90 distinct types of HPV have been recognised5 1 and more than 35 of these have shown specific tropism for the male and female genitourinary tract, ensuring an easy mode of transmission between these natural reservoirs.5 6

However, even in the most up to date reports there is no agreement about the occurrence of HPV in bladder carcinoma, the percentage of positive cases ranging between 0%1 8 to 80%.2 The choice of material and the different techniques performed seem to influence the number of false positive and false negative results—that is, the use of single or multiple tumour fragments, fresh or fixed and paraffin embedded material, the number of virus genotypes sought, contamination by plasmid DNA or polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products, and the use of high or low sensitivity techniques (Southern blot, PCR, or in situ hybridisation).

It was against this background that we set out to determine whether the use of multiple biopsies and multiple probes in an in situ hybridisation system could increase the detection rate of HPV positive cases. At the same time, we wished to examine the possible relation between circulating anti-HPV antibody detected by an immunoenzymatic assay and the presence of HPV positive bladder cancer, identified by in situ hybridisation of HPV DNA in cancer tissues.

Our final aim was to make a preliminary evaluation of the possible correlation between the presence of HPV DNA and clinicopathological indices such as grade, stage, and evolution of the neoplastic disease.

Methods

Between 1995 and 1997, we carried out enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) for serum antibodies against human and bovine papillomaviruses in 43 patients with transitional cell papillary carcinoma of the urinary bladder at the time of diagnosis (38 males, five females, age range 36 to 85 years, mean (SD) age 66.3 (19.8) years). Twenty seven of these were serum antibody positive, 13 were serum negative, and three were classified as uncertain, with antibody titera that were barely above the cut off point. The distinctive clinic-
pathological features of the tumours at diagnosis and the follow up data are given in table 1.

In 21 patients, a single tumour sample was available for histopathological study, as these patients either had a relapse-free outcome after transurethral resection or had radical cystectomy as the treatment of first choice. In the remaining 22 patients, 88 consecutive tumour samples (two to nine per patient) were collected either from the primitive tumour or from recurrences during follow up. Recurrences were treated by transurethral resection or radical cystectomy when staging procedures showed tumour progression with muscular infiltration.

Tumour biopsy specimens were fixed in 10% buffered formalin, embedded in paraffin, and diagnosed on haematoxylin-eosin stained sections.

The presence of HPV DNA in neoplastic tissue was investigated on 6 μm thick paraffin sections by means of a non-isotopic in situ hybridisation technique. Two generic, broad spectrum biotinylated HPV DNA probes (HPV staining kit K602, Dako, and HPV-Omniprobe, Digene) raised against HPV DNA types 6, 11, 16, 18, 30, 31, 33, 35, 45, 51, and 52 and types 6, 11, 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 42, 43, 44, 45, 51, and 56, respectively, were employed. Biopsy specimens which stained positively by either of these two generic probes were also tested for 6/11, 16/18, and 31/33/35 type specific HPV DNAs (Viratype, Digene) (fig 1).

In situ hybridisation procedures were performed according to the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, tissue sections were first dewaxed in xylene, hydrated, and digested in preheated pepsin-HCl at 37°C for seven minutes. After dehydration, the hybridisation probes were pipetted on the sections, which were placed under coverslips and denatured at 95°C for five minutes. Hybridisation was carried out in a humidified chamber at 37°C for 60 minutes, after which each section was rinsed twice in Tris buffered saline for three minutes at room temperature, and then in preheated stringent wash solution included in the test kit at 48°C for 30 minutes. Finally, the sections were incubated first with streptavidin-AP reagent at room temperature for 20 minutes and then with chromogen solution (BCIP/NBT) at room temperature in the dark for 60 minutes. Sections of known positivity and negativity were used as internal controls.

STATISTICS

The SPSS/PC+ program package was used for basic statistical calculations. Comparison and significant differences between groups were made using the χ² test and Fisher's exact test where appropriate. Probability (p) values less than 0.05 were considered significant.

Results

Seventeen of the 43 patients (39.5%) with papillary carcinoma of the bladder tested for HPV DNA in the neoplastic tissue were found to be positive by in situ hybridisation with broad spectrum HPV DNA probes. Of these, 11 were positive for both broad spectrum probes, while six were positive for a single probe, in five cases the K602 probe. Of 17 cancer positive patients, 12 were serum antibody positive, four were serum antibody negative, and one was serologically uncertain (table 2).

Table 3 shows that seven of the 17 HPV DNA positive patients had only a single biopsy, while 10 had multiple biopsies. Multiple biopsies thus appeared to increase the proportion of positive cases detected. Further support for this observation came from the finding that in only one of these 10 cases was HPV DNA detected in all five consecutive samples, while the remaining nine cases there were alternating positive and negative biopsies.

The use of HPV DNA type-specific probes confirmed the broad spectrum probe findings, with positive results in all cases except two; these two were, however, positive for both the broad spectrum probes. Ten cases were found to contain HPV 31/33/35, two in association with 16/18, and one in association with 6/11. In
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Table 3 In situ hybridisation HPV DNA positivity in single and multiple biopsies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Single biopsy</th>
<th>Multiple biopsy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>17 (40)</td>
<td>7 (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>20 (60)</td>
<td>14 (54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>43 (100)</td>
<td>21 (49)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HPV, human papillomavirus.

*P < 0.05

In our study, we used the in situ hybridisation technique on 101 bladder cancer samples, we detected viral DNA in 39.5% of the cases. This is in line with previous studies employing either PCR or in situ hybridisation. However, other similar studies have either failed to detect the virus or have identified it only sporadically in bladder cancer tissue.

Our study has shown the importance of using several probes on multiple biopsies from the same case to make a positive identification of the presence of HPV in cases which otherwise might be considered negative. Indeed, the cases biopsied more than once, and also during follow up, showed a higher proportion of positive results than those with a single biopsy, though the difference did not reach statistical significance. This suggests that the virus does not infect neoplastic tissue uniformly, but that it has a focal distribution and so HPV DNA is found only when the biopsy is taken from the right place in the tumour.

In support of this, we found that the two generic broad spectrum probes, though capable of detecting a larger number of virus positive cases than type-specific probes (suggesting the presence of virus types other than those commonly known to be cancer associated), were still unable to identify all the positive cases.

Both these reasons may account for the fact that the percentage of virus infection in our series of bladder cancer samples was higher than has often reported in the past.

The use of the immunoenzymatic technique on serum samples did not prove useful in discriminating virus positive from virus negative cases, as 25% of the virus positive cancers were found in serum negative patients. Thus the presence of serum anti-HPV antibodies does not represent a reliable marker of the presence of the virus in bladder cancers, and the serological tests for HPV antibodies currently available have little clinical value.

Another finding of our present study was the observation that in 14 of the infected cases the virus was either types 16/18 or types 31/33/35, both associated with high risk of developing genital dysplasia and cancer. Similar results have been obtained in previous studies that have investigated both low and high oncogenic risk HPV types; these have all confirmed the prevalence of high risk HPV type 16/18. However, in our study, the HPV types found more commonly in transitional cell bladder carcinoma were 31/33/35, which we found in about 60% of the cases, whereas we found types 16/18 in only about 24%; this may help to explain the lower incidence of infection found...
by investigators who did not look specifically for this HPV group.25,27

In high grade cervical intraepithelial neoplasia, HPV types 31/33 are the most common, being detected in 25% of the cases, followed by type 16.28

As in genital cancers, the presence of HPV DNA in tumour tissue has been shown to be related to the pathological grade of the cancer and to cancer stage and patient survival.3,4 17 26

In the present study we also found that the presence of virus was correlated with stage of invasion (p < 0.05), and showed a trend towards correlation with tumour grade. These data, though not unequivocal,1 2 8 suggest that HPV positive bladder cancers may behave differently from HPV negative cases. Further support for this is given by the fact that virus positive cases appeared to have a worse outcome than virus negative cases (p < 0.01).

Thus HPV infection probably influences the clinical behaviour of bladder carcinoma in terms of tumour progression and survival. In the superficial cases, which represent the most interesting class of lesions with an unpredictable course, two of the four cases with virus positive lesions died, while only one of 17 virus negative cases with superficial lesions died.

According to Lopez-Beltran and Escudero,1 HPV infection in patients with bladder cancer is associated with high grade and high stage tumours and reduced survival, especially in immunocompromised patients. This implies that the virus favours disease progression in subjects with reduced immune defences.

Kamel et al suggested that HPV may play a role in the pathogenesis of bladder carcinomas in addition to other factors such as activation of oncogenes or inactivation of tumour suppressor genes.29 Tenti et al, studying a series of bladder cancers with and without HPV infections, concluded that virus infection was an important molecular event in the progression of papillary lesions.1

As in anogenital cancers, HPV may participate in tumour promotion or progression by binding the p53 and Rb nuclear proteins, which regulate the onset of cell proliferation and the progression of cells in the proliferative phase by means of the early E6 and E7 viral oncoproteins.20 28 At present, however, it is purely speculative as to whether the relation between HPV infection and the evolution of bladder cancer is caused by a direct effect of the virus on the tumour or by the reduced resistance that follows a virus infection.

Further studies will be required to clarify the part played by HPV in bladder cancer and to confirm its role in predicting the evolution at least of a subset of bladder cancers, thus aiding the clinician in providing the most suitable treatment and follow up strategy for the individual patient.
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